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Savvy textbook shopping makes a difference

Check Inside
Armstrong honors Martin

By Joselynn McKenna

It's the dreaded time of
year when students must
shovel out loads of money
on textbooks, so buying
smart can make all the dif
ference. Some have gone
to Armstrong's university
bookstore. Some students
have shopped at Textbook
Brokers, and still others
have perused the Inter
net in search of the lowest
prices.
"For my first semester, as
a freshman, the only thing I
was told was that orderir
your books would be be^
from the bookstore in the
Student Union, so that's
where I bought my books,"
student David Shuman said.
"I was surprised about how
much the prices were when
I tried to sell them back. I
never really got how that
works — how they're so ex
pensive, but when you sell
them back they're almost
worthless."
Carlita Slatky, manager
of the University Book
store, said that there is only
a small profit on the sale of
textbooks. She said that all
the profits go toward cov

ering the cost of the book-

Store's operation. Any re
maining profit reverts back
to Armstrong's budget to
help students on campus.
"The price of each title
is calculated by taking the
price the university pays

Luther King Day
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Left: Ashley Whittemore searches the Armstrong bookstore for required text for her psychology class. Ri^ht: Student Ben Johnson purchases books for his
history classes from Daniel Whitfield at Textbook Brokers.

for the book and adding a textbook distributor locat
predetermined margin onto ed across Abercorn from
the price," Slatky said. "The Armstrong, has a similar
margin is calculated by the method for calculating
Office of Business and Fi book prices. Store manager
nance to cover the oper Andrew Simms said prices
ating budget of the Uni are determined through a
versity Bookstore, which formula that adds a margin
includes staff and student of profit to a book's inher
payroll and all expenses as ent value.
sociated with operating the
"It's just a pricing strate
bookstore."
gy," he said. "But we always
Slatky said the bookstore price lower than the book
receives no outside fund store on campus to try to
ing from student tuition or save students money."
from the state. The book
Unlike online book retail
store is funded solely by ers, Textbook Brokers ac
the "small profit" made on cepts University Bookstore
products sold in the book credit. Another difference:
store.
face-to-face
interaction
Textbook
Brokers, a with salespersons.

'Calliope' wins big
By Brittany Redding

'

the 2010 publication and is
happy to see the accomplish
ments of the staff and stu
Armstrong first published dents pay off.
its literary magazine, "Calli
"As far as the award is
ope," in 1984. The magazine concerned, I'd say that I am
is a collection of fiction, poet very proud of the students at
ry and artwork, all submitted Armstrong and their works,"
by Armstrong students. The McCoy said.
American Scholastic Press
Joseph Schwartzburt, a
Association recently pre member of the "Calliope" edsented the 2010
ltmg staff' was
"It is crucial to
lv/ the
v,,yedition of "Calproud to see one
hope" a First 3ftist dfld WfitBrtO find of his own poPlace with Spe
make it into
a medium for their ems
the magazine.
cial Merit award
"I am proud to
in the competi work and seeing one's
be part of it. We
tion's magazine
work in print."
worked hard on
category.
Professor Christopher Bak picking the right selections
er, longtime adviser for "Cal to best represent the school's
liope," is proud of the maga best writers," Schwartzburt
said. "It is a privilege to have
zine's accomplishments.
"I am delighted that 'Calli served as an editor as well
ope' has received such a high as having had my work ac
level of r ecognition on a na cepted."
Schwartzburt knows the
tional level," Baker said. We
have consistently received stresses of submitting works
high ratings over the years, for publication, since his se
but a First Place with Special lection gained entry into the
magazine.
Merit award is noteworthy.
"People often think that
Baker also recognizes the
being
an editor automati
hard work of the students
cally
means
that something
who put the publication to
of
yours
will
make it in to
gether.
the
magazine
not the case
"The students who edited
when
a
panel
of
people is
this issue of 'Calliope' did an
reading
blind
submissions,"
excellent job, and they are
all to be congratulated, es he said. "It was brutal to sit
pecially the editor, Brandon next to someone who did not
like something you submit
McCoy," Baker said.
ted,
and they did not know
"They worked effectively as
you
wrote
it."
a team to solicit submissions,
Despite
the
stressful expe
judge them, design the print
rience,
Schwartzburt
encour
ed text and see it through the
ages
students
to
submit
their
production process."
works
to
future
publications
McCoy served as editorCALLIOPE| P AGE 2
in-chief of the magazine for

"On the Internet, there
are a lot of unscrupulous
people making their money
taking advantage," Simms
said. "Plus, if you need, I
can give you a full refund
immediately and get you
the right book."
The evolution of tech
nology brought with it still
another option for text
book buyers in the e-book,
or electronic book. Many
textbooks can now be eas
ily downloaded onto com
puters,. iPads, or e-readers
for a fraction of the price.
Spanish professor Ana Tor
res has recently explored
this new possibility.
"I think, for languages,

it is beneficial in terms of
cost," Torres said. "It is
much less expensive. Stu
dents can have the choice
to maybe print out some
chapters instead of carry
ing the whole book."
Tbrres said many stu
dents have decided to use
the e-book rather than
the paper textbook, and
it seems to work well. She
said that electronic copies
work as effectively in most
situations, but there are ex
ceptions.
"I'm sure when it comes
to reading short stories or
math maybe, it would be
more beneficial to have the

Correction:
In last week's SGA blotter, the
article reported that Erit Koonce
resigned from his position in the
Student Government Association.
While he stepped down from a
committee, Eric Koonce is still a
member of the SGA.

Campus Briefs
Armstrong prepares
for re- accreditation

Ahead of Armstrong's reaccreditation review by the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools, the university is
gathering ideas for a required
Quality Enhancement Plan. A
BOOKS| PAGE 2 special committee appointed
by university President Linda
Bleicken seeks to develop an
enhancement plan that addresses
specific student-learning needs at
Armstrong.
Students are invited to learn
more about the initiative at a
forum on Friday, Jan. 21, at noon
not wait to begin the con
in University Hall room 156. More
versation after the credits.
"Although I consider the , information can also be found by
visiting the Quality Enhancement
piece to be eye opening, the
Plan homepage on the university
filming and presentation
website.
of the work itself was very

First Year Experience launches
Common Read film series
By Ella Greer

Armstrong's First Year
Experience staff hosted
a screening of the Henry
Louis gates Jr. documen
tary "America: Beyond the
color line," followed by
a lively confabulation on
Thursday, Jan. 13, at Wind
ward Commons. English
students and professors,
local families and authors
Tom Kohler and Susan Earl
attended. The event was
the first in a series. The or
ganization will present two
more documentaries later
in the semester.
The First Year Experi
ence is a program to em
power freshman students
and to ease the transition
from high school to college.
Learning communities and
living communities are the
voluntary facets of the First
Year Experience initiative.
The third facet of the pro
gram is the freshman man
datory Common Read. Ev
ery English 1101 class read
and discussed the book
"Waddie Welcome and the
Beloved Community" by
Kohler and Earl.
The focus of discussion
of "Waddie Welcome and
the Beloved Community"
was what happens when
a city stops being a place
of residence and becomes
a community. Welcome,
who suffered from cerebral
palsy and abuse in a nurs
ing home, wanted to return
to his home in Savannah,

but it was not until the en
tire community banded to
gether that he was able to
do so.
The
Common
Read
brought other topics of
discussion to the surface.
These included the progres
sion of civil rights since the
days of Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee
and Martin Luther King Jr.
The organization offered
several field trips after the
event, one to the Sentient
Bean coffee shop on Park
Avenue, which held its owi\
event to honor the members
of SNCC. A gallery-esque
setup displayed a timeline
showing the advancement
of the Civil Rights move
ment from when it began in
i960 to the present day. A
trip to the Civil Rights Mu
seum also followed, where
visitors viewed photos from
the Smithsonian Institute
and poetic performances. .
In
the
documentary
Gates was on a mission to
prove that the South was
still prejudiced even af
ter all these years. Now,
in more politically correct
terms, Gates was filming
a documentary about why
African-Americans
were
returning to the South after
fleeing to the North, a re
gion Gates gave the moni
ker "the Promised Land."
Many of those who were in
terviewed mentioned that
the South was home and
they felt misplaced in the
North.
Attending students could

biased," said Bobbie Renee
Stringer, who summed up
the big idea of the discus
sion.
Jane Rago, an English
professor and member of
the First Year Experience
triumvirate, said that Gates
would have gone farther,
rather than staying on the
surface.
The consensus was that
the documentary was en
lightening, especially when
Gates asked if the races
were truly living in peace or
just politely ignoring each
other.
As the night wrapped up,
Kohler was asked to give
his opinion.
"The voices in this room
are not cynical," he said.
"This is good because it
means that your child
hood was different than my
childhood 50 years ago."
The next movie night in
the series will be Jan. 28 in
the Ogeechee Theater at 8
p.m. The First Year Experi
ence will present "Trouble
the Water," a documentary
about Hurricane Katrina.

Greek Life

In light of Cervical Cancer
Awareness Month, Alpha Phi
Omega hosts an informative
event regarding cervical cancer
prevention from 11:30 a.m. to
12:20 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 20,
in University Hall room 156. The
event includes a presentation
by a cervical cancer survivor and
a question-and-answer session
with a cervical cancer expert.
The Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
will hold a fund-raising bake
sale on Jan. 26 from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the Student Union.
Armstrong kicks off
Savannah Black Heritage
Festival

Armstrong hosts the Savannah
premiere of "Words Between Two
Reformers: Mary McLeod Bethune
and Eleanor Roosevelt," on Jan.
22. The theatrical work, written
and produced by Jewell Robinson,
focuses on the relationship
between First Lady Roosevelt and
Bethune, a member of President
Franklin Roosevelt's Black Cabinet.
First performed last year in
Washington during Black Heritage
Month, "Words Between Two
Reformers" comes to Armstrong as
a precursor to the 2011 Savannah
Black Heritage Festival.
The performance begins at 7
p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium
Jan. 22. The event is open to the
public and admission is free.
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Jan. 24: The Student Government Association will hold a meeting in Savannah
Ballroom A.
Jan. 26: Spring Convocation at noon in the Student Union Ballroom.

Campus Life
Reported

Where we ask
you what you think.

by Andrea Cervone
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Voices| on Campus

_ ir Dav mean to you?
"What does Martin Luther King J •

Armstrong honors MLK Day
By Tara Jones

The 32nd Annual Martin
Luther King Jr. Day Parade in
downtown Savannah had the
theme "Dream with a vision,
live with a purpose," chosen
specifically to describe the
highlights of the day.
At 8 a.m., Armstrong stu
dents began accumulating
in the Oglethorpe Mall park
ing lot to ride a trolley in the
parade. Yinessia Miller and
Ryan Groom, both first-time
parade attendees, got up be
fore the crack of dawn to pre
pare for the festivities.
Armstrong's Director of
Multicultural Affairs Michael
Snowden, arrived shortly af
ter, prepared with a grocery
bag full of granola bqrs and
a parade banner that read
"Armstrong Hqnors the MLK
Legacy."
"This will be Armstrong's
tenth year participating in
the parade," Snowden said.
"It's great to be giving back
to the community."
The trolley pulled out ofthe
parking lot at 8:20 a.m. with

?
114 Sa

"Its just a way to celebrate AfricanAmericans and where we came
from, and the freedoms we have
today."
Miranda Furgtson, rehab science,
freshman

the L egacy ot
ft-MamirLMkiKiai, jr

Government was against what he
was doing."

Gerkerea Hodge, pre-nursing
freshman

Photo by Andrea Cervone
Armstrong's trolley was flooded with students for Savannah's Martin Luther King Jr. Day Parade.

a handful of students headed
downtown while light rain
started to fall.
The January weather may
have gotten ahold of many of
the students, so only a small
percentage went out to honor
Martin Luther King J r., but
nothing could damper the
spirits of those dedicated to
this tradition.
However, by the time that
the trolley approached the

the parade commentators, it
had gathered more students.
The 35-seater trolley was al
most full and a second ban
ner, which read "NAACP"
now
flapped
alongside
Snowden's.
Martin Luther King Jr.
"had a dream" and preached
about his vision that one day
we would all be considered
equal. Decades later, we hon
or the legacy by"living with a

purpose." This mayhave been
the 10th year for Armstrong
to participate in the parade,
but there will be many more
years for this student tradi
tion to continue on.

Turn to the back page
for more coverage of
this event.

University's economic forecast for
region expects growth

"MLK is something we should

do everyday like giving back
to the community."
Celina Mcmillian, pre-nursing,
sophomore

University Relations

Photo by Andrea Cervone
Michael Toma oversees the:accumulation of area economic data at the Center for Regional Analysis.

and unemployment. The rise
and fall of the index correlates
to the increase and decrease of
the economic activity of the re
gion - in this case, the Coastal
Empire.
The leading index is a mea
surement of where the econ
omy is heading in six to nine
months. The index is formed
by economic indicators such
as building permits and unem
ployment rates. Toma sees the
forecast report as "a general
signal about upcoming busi
ness conditions."
The difference between the
two is that thecoincident index
is more of a current snapshot
of the economy. It moves as the
economy moves, whereas the
leading index is a hypothesis of
what the economywill look like
in the future.
The forecast report for the
Chamber of Commerce may be

Do you take awesome photos?
Wanna get paid for'em?

THE INKWELL

Whether it's crazy action shots at a Lady Pirates' basketball
game or coverage of t he latest AASU construction project, we
need excited, personable staff photographers.*

'To get paid for photos by The Inkwell, you must be staff on assignment. Unsolicited submissions are accepted but unpaid

theinkwellonline.com

the flagship project for the Cen
ter of Regional Analysis, but it
is not the center's only project.
The center recently completed
an analysis of Tybee Island's
beach renourishment to deter
mine who would benefit.
The center also works on a
conversion stu dy for the por
tion of th e Chamber of Com
merce that markets tourismfor
the city of Savannah. The cen
ter then studies the amount of
people who convert int o tour
ists on the street.
"We estimate how many peo
ple actually go, how much do
they spend, what do theyspend
it on, what do they do," Toma
said. "Do they bring more peo
ple or stay an extra day than
originally planned based on
the information they received?
The purpose of the study is to
assess the effectiveness of the
marketing literature."
Visit Savannah, a division

"It, besides being a day of rest,
means a day in remembrance of
how we can build on a dream."

Akeem McMichael,
early childhood education,
sophomore

Armstrong's CSRI partners
with NC4's CyberCop

By Ella Greer

The Center for Regional
Analysis, a local economy mon
itor at Armstrong directed by
economics professor Michael
Toma, recently released the
regional forecast for the area
in the form of their "Coastal
Empire Economic Monitor."
Toma presented the report to
the SavannahArea Chamber of
Commerce on Jan. 13.
According to the report,
tourism led the pack of indica
tors that carried metropolitan
Savannah's economylast quar
ter, leaving the other industries
lagging far behind. TheCoastal
Empire forecast has shown no
signs of gaining or losing, but is
predicted to grow in 2011. The
progress, however, is projected
to slow midyear.
Due to the seasonal nature
of the census program, the
employment of the federalgov
ernment division declined by
200 and the state government
by 500 workers. Manyworkers
became unemployed as a result
of budget cuts. However, good
news was not far off because
private education and health
care picked up 300 wprkers.
The tourism industry' and
consumer spending have seen
growth this past quarter, but
the leading economic index
cannot move upward due to
the poor conditions of the re
gional housing market.
For students who are not
economics majors, a coinci
dent index is a number that
represents the region's econo
my in a set period of time. The
figure is calculated by the aver
age of weekly hours, earnings

"It's just a celebration for a hero
who stood up at a time when the

of the Chamber of Commerce,
provides marketing literature
to tourists.
The center has alsocomplet
ed a partnership with the health
departments of Cha tham and
Effingham Counties with a
study of smoking behavior and
attitudes.
"The recession is over," Toma
said. However, he also said that
the recovery would not be in
stantaneous.
"...the city and state budgets
will still remain under pressure
and problems will still persist
in 2011," he said. "The economy
has not recovered to where we
were before. We still have a lot
of ground to make up,and that
could take two to three years."
The entire Coastal Empire
Economic Monitor can be
found on the Department of
Economics website.

NC4 Inc. announced its new
partnership with Armstrong's
Cyber Security Research Insti
tute to provide asecure collab
orative environment for cyber
security professionals through
the NC4 CyberCop portal.
This program will provide
CSRI with a safe and secure
means of sharing and trans
ferring knowledge between
cybersecurity and law enforce
ment professionals in support
of its training and research
mission.
"I am veiy excited about the
opportunities we have with
NC4 and see great possibilities
for future expansion between
CyberCop and the Cyber Se
curity Research Institute,"
said CSRI Executive Director
Randy Grubb. "The Cyber Se
curity Research Institute, with
the support of th e university,
will be positioned to pursue
research opportunities to help
support and advance the over
all long term operation, mis
sion and membership base of
CyberCop."
The CyberCop portal will

BOOKS | FROM PAGE 1

hard copy, but the trend
is that most universities
are using e-books," Torres
said.
Associate professor of
English Nancy Remler ac
knowledges the growing
popularity of e-books but
expects hard-copy books to
be around for quite some
time.
"I know of some high
schools that are imple
menting iPads in their in
struction, so it looks like
CALLIOPE | FROM PAGE 1
the e-book will also be a
of the magazine.
published and so encourages more convenient way to ac
"It iscrucial to theartist and them to explore new avenues cess a text," Remler said.
writer to find a medium for of creativity."
While the growing popu
their work and seeing one's
McCoy said that a liter larity and often lower pric
work in print," Schwartzburt ary magazine is a welcome es of e-books may have stu
said. "Even if students' work release from the pressure of dents ditching the trip to
is not accepted, it helps them always attempting to receive the bookstore, Simms said
get used to the idea and ac good grades.
the hard-copy book defi
tion of submitting a piece."
"In a literary magazine," nitely still has its advan
Baker believes in the im McCoy said, "a student's work tages.
portance of Armstrong hav is judged not on the scale of a
"In the end, one - you
ing a literary magazine.
grade point, but rather on its can't resell them - an(j
"A magazine like 'Calliope' artistic merit, which creates two - they're not forever "
is vital for providing acreative a very different vibe in com Simms said. "There's some
outlet for talented students parison to the general flow of thing to be said about hav
regardless of major," Baker academia."
ing the tactile quality of
said. "For many students, it
that book in your hand and
offers their first opportunity
anything with technology
to have their writing or art

v

provide information sharing
capability to CSRI users and
a secure web presence for the
deployment of cyber security
tools and technologies to its
community.
CyberCop features such as
secure email, training tools
and document management
will assist in facilitating CSRI
operations. The portal's single
sign-on capability will enable
CSRI to connect with other
mission-related NC4-hosted
portal resources.
"This is a mutually ben
eficial opportunity that will
allow CSRI to leverage the
proven resources and secure
infrastructure of th e NC4 Cy
berCop portal while securely
providing the services and
information to cyber security
and law enforcement profes
sionals," said George Johnson,
NC4 chief security officer and
CyberCop director.
For more information on
the CyberCop portal, visit
nc4.us/cybercop.php.
For more information on
CSRI, visit the cybersecurity
homepage on .Armstrong's
website.

has its flaws and i
For now, the m
classes still requ
copy textbooks.
While some stuc
anxiously for th<
logical switch, Si
fessors try to mak
on students by co
price when mak
book selections,
fessors Remler ai
said they try to th
costs for students
the quality of the
The book shou
written and inc
content my stude
At the same tin:
consider the boo]
Remler said.
While those
ations may not n
difference, most
will take any heir
get.
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be
signed. E-mail your submission to chief.inkwell@gmail.com.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS

Bad phone etiquette yields harsh classroom policies
The Inkwell Editorial Board

Some professors have
said text messaging during
class is on par with spitting
on the ground and turning
your back on them while
they're talking. If this anal
ogy seems far-fetched, let's
imagine another scenario.
What if you were on a
date with the most attrac
tive, intelligent and cool
person in the world? The
mood is good, the con
versation is flowing, and
then everything comes to
an abrupt halt. Your date
whips out a smart phone
and begins text messaging
nonstop for the remainder
of the evening. Even while
you talk, you only get half
of y our date's attention be
tween texts.
Anyone would feel slight
ed, offended, and even
outraged. In that light, it's
no wonder that professors
don't feel they should have
to compete with BlackBerrys, Droids and iPhones
during class.
But to be fair, some stu
dents use their phones in
class for purposes other
than text messaging.
Ever since cell phones
incorporated Internet ac
cess, their multi-function
ality has become equiva
lent to computers. Some

might even argue that these
small electronic devices are
sometimes better than com
puters in a school environ
ment. Our bags our often
already weighed down with
books, hardly leaving room
for a laptop. This makes a
smart phone, or even'de
vices that look like phones,
such as the iPod Touch, a
sensible lightweight option
for class.
So how do professors
know if a student is texting,
or updating his or her cal
endar, or looking up a word
in an online dictionary, or
typing in a homework as
signment?
As it stands now, it's con
tradictory to allow laptops
— w ith which people can
still log into Facebook or
any number of websites not
beneficial to education —
while barring cell phones.
There isn't an easy so
lution. Professors should
either abolish both com
puters and phones, or al
low students to bring both
items to class.
Part of the solution is
for students and teachers
to use common sense. Un
til students can be mature
enough to use both their
smart phones and laptops
for in-class purposes, it
will unfortunately be up
to teachers to police us as

MCT

if we are high-school stu
dents.
There are several ways
students can observe cell
phone etiquette to transi
tion easily to the inevitable
presence of cellular devices
in the classroom.

If there's a personal situ
ation, such as when family
member's life is in jeop
ardy, we can let the profes
sor know before class starts
that we will be checking in
coming messages and may
have to vacate. This way,

the professor will not feel
slighted by the disruption
— on e would hope — an d
the student can avoid a po
tential grade gouging.
Emergencies happen at a
moment's notice.
If you are unfortunate
enough to receive a badnews text, leave the class
room quietly and notify
your professor later. If the
professor challenges your
excuse, almost all emer
gencies have supporting
documentation, or at least
people who can vouch for
you. In the rare scenario
that some irritable educa
tor puts your grade on the
line for responding to an
emergency, you can always
go through the grades-ap
peal process.
If you plan to take notes
via notepad applications,
e-mail your professor be
fore class to let them know.
In the age of eco-friendly
paperless learning, anyone
should understand how
this method could better
the environment. If your
professor will not allow you
to bring a cellular device
for this purpose, ask him
or her about her policies
on computers. If there is. a
contradiction, i.e. comput
ers allowed but phones not,
challenge it. It's about time
our university recognizes

how antiquated banning
texts is.
Above everything, when
having these conversa
tions with the master of
your grade, be respect
ful. There's slim chance of
getting your way if you go
on an angry tirade about
how you just have to Tweet
your "BFF" about the lat
est episode of "Teen Mom."
Remember that the move
towdrd technology is in
evitable and that it will be
only a matter of time before
students and professors
change their ways.
In Armstrong's future,
smart phones will most
definitely enter the class
room in a big way. Pro
fessors might even start
tweeting their homework
assignments one day.
Until then, texting in
class is rude, rude, rude!
Texting at the wrong time
is the social equivalent to
flatulating during a eulogy.
Don't do it.

Know something The Inkwell should cover? E-mail news.inkwell@gmail.com and let usknow.
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The following editorial appeared in the Los Angeles Times on Monday, Jan. 17.

A poster child for fair use
MCT

Most Americans are fa
miliar with the ubiquitous
poster by Los Angelesbased street artist Shepard
Fairey of then-candidate
Barack Obama looking off
into the distance, pensive
yet resolute, with the word
"Hope" emblazoned across
his chest. No image more
clearly captured the ex
citement and expectations
of t hat historic race.
What Americans were
not aware of when the
posters were first plastered
up across the country is
that the image was drawn
from an Associated Press
photograph of Obama at a
National Press Club event
in 2006. Fairey found the
photo on Google, traced
Obama from the original
shot by Mannie Garcia and
filled it in beige, white and
blue.
The rest is history.
Obama was elected and
became leader of the Free
World, while Fairey got
bogged down in years of
litigation with the AP. The
legal question was whether
he had violated the com
pany's copyright by using
the image — uncredited
and uncompensated — for
his own work or wheth
er, as Fairey insisted, he
had made "fair use" of the
photograph and therefore
wasn't bound by copyright
restrictions.
Last week, the lawsuit
came to a sudden end
when Fairey and the AP
announced that they'd

reached a tentative settle
ment. But for the rest of us,
tricky questions remain as
to where to draw the line
between art and theft.
"Fair use" is the legal
concept that guides wheth
er and when copyrighted
material may be reused
by another creator. It has
become especially impor
tant in an era when digital
technology allows artists
to, with the press of a few
buttons, use other people's
finished products as raw
material for new works.
Federal law has set
guidelines for determining
what is or is not a fair use.
Courts consider, for exam
ple, how much of the initial
work was used, to what de
gree the original work was
"transformed" in the sub
sequent work and whether
the existence of the new
work in effect reduces the
potential earnings of the
original work.
Our view is that although
copyright laws are de
signed to protect copyright
holders, they are also sup
posed to encourage creativ
ity and innovation. Fairey
made some clear mistakes
— the biggest was that he
apparently lied at the out
set about having worked
from Garcia's photograph
— bu t in the end, we be
lieve the work he created
was substantially trans
formed from the initial im
age. The two were differ
ent enough that it's highly
unlikely he negatively af
fected the market for the
initial work.
The poster that resulted

Jay L. Clendenin/Los Angeles Times/MC]
Artist Shepard Fairey poses on a rooftop in front of his widely used poster depicting
then-Sen. Barack Obama. Fairey and The Associated Press confirmed Jan. 12,that they
are settling out of court their legal case that involves Fairey's"Hope" poster.

was no longer a straight
forward news photograph
of Obama, but a stylized,
blue pencil drawing that
conveys an entirely differ
ent feel, a different Obama
and which mimics the pro
paganda posters of the
mid-20th century.
Meanwhile, ^s part of
the settlement, the AP and
Fairey announced that not

only aren't they going to
battle this out indefinitely,
they are planning to collab
orate in the future. Thus,
the adversaries — the mul
tinational corporation and
the street artist — bec ome
business partners. Long
live capitalism!
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Jan. 22: Women's basketball vs. UNC Pembroke at 1:30 p.m.
Men's basketball vs. UNC Pembroke at 3:30 p.m.
Jan. 26: Women's basketball vs. Clayton State at 5:30 p.m.
Men's basketball vs. Clayton State at 7:30 p.m.

MountainFilm on Tour stops in Savannah
By Brittany Hodges
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

The MountainFilm on
Tour in Savannah will open
at the Charles H. Morris
Center on East Broad Street
Jan. 21. The two-day non
profit film festival will show
a multitude of short films
that educate and introduce
audiences to important
issues that are often not
covered in mainstream
media. The films will
focus on topics such as
preserving environments,
culture, adventure, extreme
sports and — of coursemountaineering.
There will be a reception
to open the festival at 6
p.m., Jan. 21, with food
from local sponsors and
wine and beer for purchase.
Justin Clifton, the director
of "MountainFilm on Tour,v
will introduce the films and
lead question and answer
sessions.
"MountainFilm," which
originated in Telluride,
Colo., is an annual fourday film festival that
features special events, a
symposium, films, an ice
cream social and much
more. "MountainFilm on
Tour," which is a series
of films from the festival,
began to travel the world
in 2000 as a way to reach

Photos Courtesy of MountainFilm
"Nico's Challenge' is one of the family films featured in th e MountainFilm Screening this weekend.

Conservancy, a nonprofit
organization that focuses
on
coastal
protection,
as well as water and
land conservation. Some
businesses sponsoring the
event include Half-Moon
Outfitters, Vinnie Van GoGo's, OnPoint Digital and
Southern Environmental
Law Center.
This is the second year
that MountainFilm on tour
has stopped in Savannah.
Kara Hooper works for
Abshire Public Relations,
which donates time to help
promote the MountainFilm
on Tour Savannah film

community is very centered
on promoting sustainability
and culture," Hooper said.
"A big part of the festival is
moving towards becoming
green."
Mike
Waters,
the

assistant
manager
at
Half-Moon Outfitters on
Broughton- Street, said the
MountainFilm on Tour
festival is a great way to
promote awareness of
environmental issues.

"Simple "films hope to
reach the audience to
promote awareness now
and sustain later," Waters
said. "By using film we
hope to promote awareness
that may not publicized in
day-to-day media."
The feature film that will
be screened on Saturday,
Jan. 22, is called "Bag It."
This documentary by Suzan
Beraza focuses on how
much plastic is used and
how it affects humans and
our environment.
"This film brings to
perspective that plastic
really
is
everywhere,"
Waters said.
The cost for each show
is $10 for adults and $5
for children and students.
Tickets can be purchased at
Half-Moon Outfitters at 15
East Broughton St. on the
day of the event and online
at halfmoonoutfitters.com.
All money will benefit the
Georgia Conservancy and

conservation projects.
"This year any extra
proceeds help cover events
and go to the Georgia
Conservancy and directly
to our coast and our state
to promote awareness,"
Waters said.
MountainFilm strives to
show films about important
issues '
and
inform
audiences. MountainFilm
on Tour in Savannah
grants that opportunity for
Savannah residents.
"It's a great opportunity
to get out and watch some
films," Wafers said.

festival.

"They are all short films
audiences who otherwise which is so cool," Hooper
wouldn't
be
able
to said. "You get to see films
experience the festival.
with important messages
MountainFilm on Tour without having to sit for
in Savannah is hosted by hours".
a group of people who
"I think this is great for
work with the Georgia Savannah because our

eastern Kises is a j/-minin:e snort mm starring i-rank bmetnrust, who Is also a guest speaker at the film festival.

Georgia College upsets Armstrong Edwards sinks Montevallo
during overtime
Sports Communications

Georgia College opened
up the second half on a
16-4 run to earn a 70-57
Peach Belt Conference
women's basketball victory
over visiting Armstrong
on Saturday, Jan. 15, in
Milledgeville.
The Lady Bobcats earned
their first league win,
improving to 9-3 overall
and 1-3 in the Peach Belt.
The Lady Pirates dropped
to 7-6 overall and 3-2 in the
league with the defeat.
The Pirates took a 40-33
lead into halftime thanks
to 52.4 percent shooting
in the first half. Arpine
Amirkhanyan hit 4-of-5
shots from the floor and hit
7-of-9 from the free throw
line for 15 first-half points.
Armstrong recorded a
couple of free throws by
Ashley Slade coming out
of halftime, but the Lady
Bobcats embarked on a12-0
run to take a 45-42 lead.
They eventually stretched
that lead out to double
digits on a three-pointer
by Dominique Huffin with
7:03 remaining'.
Georgia
College's
Chimere Jordan did most
of the damage for the Lady
Bobcats, hitting for a gamehigh 30 points on 12-of27 shooting from the floor
and 2-of-7 from threepoint range. It was her
second 30+ point scoring
performance this season.
Huffin
finished
the
night with 12 points, and

Sports Communications
Ashley Slade had 11 points against the
Bobcats of Georgia College on Jan. 15.

Tammeisha Law added 10
for the home squad.
Amirkhanyan led the Lady
Pirates by 17 points while
Mauri Wells chipped in 13
points and nine rebounds.
Ashley Slade added 11
points,
while
Morgan
Mitchell contributed 10
rebounds.
Armstrong
committed
24 turnovers in the game.
Georgia College held them
to just five field goals after
halftime. The Lady Bobcats
finished the game with a
24-11 edge in points off
turnovers.
Georgia College used
a 14-0 run in the second
half to also pick up a 6765 Peach .Belt Conference
men's basketball victory
over visiting Armstrong
on Saturday, Jan. 15, in
Milledgeville.
The Bobcats (8-4, 2-2
PBC) halted a two-game
slide with the win, while the

Pirates (8-5, 2-3 PBC) fell
to 1-2 on its current fourgame league road swing.
A three-pointer by Austin
Edens with four seconds
left in the first half staked
the Pirates to a 28-26
halftime lead. Armstrong
led by two despite turning
the ball over 11 times in the
first half.
In the second half, the
Pirates took an eightpoint lead 'on a pair of
Brett Goodwell free throws
with 7:08 left, making the
score 53-45- That's when
the Bobcats started their
14-0 run. They got a threepointer. by Nate Hamilton
and a pair of three-point
plays by Ryan Legates
during the stretch that
staked Georgia College to a
59-53 lead with 3:29 left.
Two free throws from
Jesse Wheeler brought the
Pirates back to within one
point of the tie 59-58. The
Bobcats made enough free
throws down the stretch to
hold off Armstrong.
Goodwell led a quartet
of Pirates with 16 points
to go with a game-high 12
rebounds for the doubledouble. Wheeler finished
the day with 12 points,
while
Edens
finished
with 11 points and Chris
Vanlandingham added 10.
Jared Holmes led the
Bobcats with a game-high
18 points, while Hamilton
chipped in 16 points for
Georgia College.

Sports Communications

The Pirates played host
Montevallo on Monday, Jan.
17, in Montevallo, Ala.
Chris Edwards' three-pointer
at 0.9 seconds remaining in
the first overtime sent the
Armstrong men's basketball
team to an improbable 67-66
Peach Belt Conference men's
basketball victory.
The Pirates (9-5, 3-3 PBC)
halted their two-game slide
with the win and finished a
grueling four-game road swing
with a 2-2 mark. Montevallo
(9-4, 2-2 PBC) dropped its
second league contest out of its
last three.
A wild final sequence saw the
lead change hands four times
in the final minute of overtime.
With the scoretied 62-all, a free
throw by DeMarcus Catchings
put the home team up by one
with 55 seconds. Soon after
the Pirates retook the lead on a
jumper by Edwards with 38.9
seconds left.
With Montevallo presumably
holding for the last shot, Ryan
Westbrooks drained a threepointer with 5.5 seconds left to
put the Falcons up, 66-64. The
Pirates quickly inbounded the
ball and Vanlandinghamfound
Edwards on the right wing for
the winning shot with less than
a second left on the clock.
Montevallo tried a full-court
pass for a last shot but it went
the length of the court and
went out of bounds.
Edwards
finished
the

contest with a game-high 23
points to lead all scorers, while
Vanlandingham added 15
points. Jesse Wheeler notched
,13 - all in the second half a nd
overtime.
Montevallo placed four
players in double figures, l ed
by Ronald Severtsgaard's 16
points. Catchings finished with
13 points. Jonas Brown and
Westbrooks each chipped in
10.

Montevallo jumped out to
a 16-4 lead in the first nine
minutes of the contest including seven points from
Severtsgaard, who also canned
a three on his first attempt of
the season from beyond the
arc.
The Pirates cut the lead to
seven on a Grant Domsic threepointer to head into halftime
down 28-21.
A Jesse Wheeler field goal
on the first possession of the
second half cut the lead to
five. Still, the Pirates went the
next 8:05 without a field goal,
allowing the Falcons to stretch
the lead to 14,41-27, with 11:26
remaining - the largest lead of
the game.
The Pirates mounted a
charge shortly after, sparked by
junior Chris Vanlandingham.
Vanlandingham scored seven
of the Pirates' next nine points,
a three-pointer cutting the
Montevallo deficit t o six, 4236, with 9:27 remaining.
Chris Edwards then took
over, scoring 12 points in a sixminute stretch, his last threepointer putting Armstrong

Sports Communications
Chris Edwards led all scorers with
23 points on Jan. 15 in the win over
the Falcons of Montevallo.

up by five, 58-53, with 1:52
remaining.
Severtsgaard hit atough shot
in the lane with 1:29 left to cut
the lead to three.
Then Jonas Brown nailed a
three from the right wing to tie
the game up at 58-all with 35.2
seconds left.
Armstrong had a chance to
win in regulation, but Chris
Vanlandingham's shot at five
seconds left missed the mark.
Jesse Wheeler secured the
offensive rebound but could
not get a shot off before the
clock expired, sending the
game into overtime.
Armstrong finished thegame
hitting 39 percent from the
floor (23-0^59) but capitalized
at the free throw line. There,
they made 16 of 18 tosses from
the stripe for 88.9 percent.
Montevallo shot 41.5 percent
from the floor (22-of-53) and
72 percent from the free throw
line (t8-of-25).

The Inkwell

Montevallo outmuscles
Sports Communications

shots than the Pirates in
the first half. The Falcons
made five of their last sev
Montevallo ended the en shots from the floor in
,first half on a x3-o run, the 13-0 first half-ending
building a 36-22 halftime run.
lead and holding on for a
The Pirates shot much
78-63 Peach Belt Confer better from the floor in
ence women's basketball the second half, hitting
victory over visiting Arm i6-of-30 shots after the
strong on Monday, Jan. 17, break for 53.3 percent, but
in Montevallo, Ala.
the Falcons kept the lead
With the win, the Falcons by shooting 48.5 percent
3-1 PBC) stretched from the floor themselves
their league winning streak after intermission, hitting
to three, while handing 16 of 33 shots, including 7
Armstrong (7-7, 3-3 PBC) of 14 three-pointers. Arm
its third straight league de strong's last chance to cut
feat, all on the road.
into the lead came with six
The Falcons used a clear minutes left as an Arpine
rebounding advantage to Amirkhanyan three-point
build their 14-point half- er put the Pirates within
time lead, enjoying a 25-13 11, 64-53, but Montevallo
edge on the boards, includ made three-pointers on
ing a 12-2 edge in offensive four straight possessions rebounds. That allowed three by Taylor Welch - to
Montevallo to take 14 more extend the margin back out

Lady Pirates place five in
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Pirates

to 76-58.
Amirkhanyan
led the Pirates
on the day with
19 points - 17 in
the second half
- while Ashley
Slade chipped
in 10 points,
and
Mauri
Wells added 10
points and a
game-high nine
rebounds.
Montevallo
placed
four
players in dou
ble
figures,
led by Welch's
15 points off
the
bench.
Shavonne SeySports Communicatioiis
more and Jes- ArPir|e Amirkhanyan had 17 of her 19 in the second half
sica
Collins against Montevall° on Jan-17each chipped in 11 points.
The Falcons finished the
Kris Seigenthaler added 10 .game with a 41-31 edge on
points.
the boards, including a 16-6

Pirates' Plunde
Armstrong Sports Trivia, previews and more

Compiled by Brittany Hodges

Armstrong Sports Trivia
1. How many NCAA appearances has the men's bas
ketball team made in school history?
2. Which Pirate led the Peach Belt in minutes in 200910?
3. What sophomore guard is a two-time PBC Pr esi
dential Honor Roll honoree?
4. How many coaches have coached men's basketball
before Jeremy Luther?
5. What was men's basketball record in the Alumni
Arena for the 2009-10 season?
Check your answers at the bottom of the page.

edge on the offensive glass.
Armstrong turned the ball
over 14 times in the game,
while the Falcons turned it
over eight times.

On the horizon
Women's Basketball:
Jan.22

Keels' tip-in gives No. 5 Augusta

double figures in 74-52win State a 63-61 win
Sports
Sports Comiiiunications
Communications

Armstrong placed five
players in double figures
while picking up a 74-52
Peach
Belt
Conference
women's basketball victory
over host Augusta State
on Wednesday, Jan. 12, in
Augusta.
The Lady Pirates improved
to 7-5 overall and 3-1 in the
Peach Belt Conference with
the win, while Augusta State
remained winless in the
league, falling to 6-7 overall
and 0-6 in the Peach Belt.
Armstrong held Augusta
State without a field goal
over the final seven minutes
of the first half en route to
building a 40-23 advantage
at the bz-eak.

The Lady Pirates then kept
the edge, thanks to a big
rebounding game, grabbing
50 boards to the Lady
Jaguars' 32. Armstrong's
defense
held
Augusta

State
State to
to just
just 28.8
28.8 percen
percent
shooting from the floor 17
of 59. The Lady Pirates shot
50 percent in the first half
and 45.8 percent for the
game with 27 of 59.
Freshman Mauri Wells led
the quintet of Lady Pirates in
double figures by recording
her sixth double-double in
her last eight games, hitting
7 of 10 shots from the floor
en route to 15 points to go
with 10 rebounds. Freshman
Ashley Slade came off the
bench to record a seasonhigh 17 points to pace the
Lady Pirates. Sophomores
Jazmin Walker and Marissa
Rimbert and senior Arpine
Amirkhanyan all chipped in
11 points.
Waneta
Carlisle
led
Augusta State by 15 points
and nine rebounds, while
Morgan Goss chipped in
nine.

61-60.
Chris Edwards missed
a shot and Keyshore
Travis Keels' tip-in with Williams committed a
1.6 seconds remaining gave foul on the Jaguars' Ben
the No. 5-ranked Augusta Purser, sending him to the
State men's basketball team free throw line with 17.7
a 63-61 come-from-behind seconds left. Purser made
Peach Belt Conference win one of two. Franck Ndongo
over visiting Armstrong got the offensive rebound
on Wednesday, Jan. 12, in after the second miss to
Augusta.
give the Jaguars the chance
The Jaguars (13-1, 5-1 for the win in regulation.
PBC) survived the upset
With 4.5 seconds left,
bid by the Pirates (8-4, 2-2 the Jaguars inbounded
PBC). Free throw shooting and Ndongo drove to the
accounted for 25 of 28 of left side of the basket and
Augusta State's shots from missed. Keels was able to
the charity stripe, including get a tip as the ball popped
16 of 18 in the second half. off the rim, scoring with 1.6
The Pirates took a four- seconds left to give Augusta
point lead with under a the lead. The Jaguars
minute to play on junior deflected
Armstrong's
Chris
Vanlandingham's court-length, and time ran
jumper in the lane with out on the Pirates' chance
56.2 seconds left. Augusta to upset the Jaguars.
State's George Johnson
Edward and Johnson
responded with a three- battled all night long in a
pointer with 47.2 seconds shooter's duel as the Pirates'
left to cut the lead to one, junior hit 7 of 12 shots from
Sports Communications

the floor, including 4 of 6
three-pointers for 19 points.
Vanlandingham added 14
points for the Pirates.
Johnson
was
nearly
perfect on the night, as he
hit 7 of 8 shots from the
floor. This included all four
three-point attempts, as
well as all six free throw
attempts for 24 points.
Keels finished the night
with 13 points for the
Jaguars.
Armstrong
finished
the
night
outshooting
the Jaguars, hitting 47.6
percent from the floor (20
of 42) compared to 38.1
percent for Augusta State
(16 of 42). The Pirates had
key misses from the free
throw line, as they hit just
15 of 25 from the charity
stripe for 60 percent.

Shannon Ryan of the
Chicago Tribune ranks
college basketball's top
25:
Records
through
Sunday, Jani7. (last week's
ranking)
1. Ohio State 18-0 (2):
The Buckeyes held off Penn
State to take over the top
spot from Duke.
2. Kansas 17-0 (3): Two
of the Jayhawks' last three
opponents held them under
70 points.
3. Syracuse 18-0 (4): A
Big East showdown looms
Saturday when 'Nova comes
to the Carrier Dome.

State put that undefeated
talk to rest.
5. Pittsburgh 17-1 (5):
The Panthers get a break
on Saturday when they play
at DePaul.

10. BYU 17-1 (14): The
Cougars are riding a sevengame win streak.
11. Te xas A&M 16-1 (15):
Get to know one of the
country's most underrated
teams.

6. Villanova 16-1 (6):
Corey Fisher has become
one of the Big East's most
dangerous guards.

12. Texas 14-3 (12): The
Longhorns host the Aggies
on Wednesday, Jan 19.

7. Connecticut 14-2 (8):
Kemba Walker thrashed
DePaul with 31 points.
Ouch.

13. Purdue 15-3 (10): The
Boilermakers need some
Tylenol after a rough week
with two losses.

8. San Diego State 19-0
(9): Yep, the Aztecs still
have their foot on the gas.

14. Missouri 15-3 (13):
The Tigers suffered OT loss
to A&M o n Saturday, Jan.
16.

9. Kentucky 14-3 (11):
Terrence Jones' 35 points
set the team's frosh scoring
record.

4. Duke 16-1 (1): Florida

15. Louisville 14-3 (18):
Cards needed a momentous
comeback to beat Marquette
— but they got it.

16. Notre Dame 14-4 (7):
The Irish take to the road
like Frogger.
17. Wisconsin 13-4 (17):
Wisconsin's domination at
the Kohl Center continues
on.

By Brittany Hodges
sports.inkwell@gmail.coni

19. Minnesota 14-4 (NR):
The Gophers jumped back
into the rankings after a
quality win vs. Purdue.

24. Georgetown 13-5
(21): It would-take a team
of detectives to figure out
the up-and-down Hoyas.

20. Illinois 13-5 (16):
That 3-0 conference start
seems long ago after two
recent losses.

25. Saint Mary's 16-2
(NR): The Gaels have been
rolling with 10 straight
wins since losses against
BYU and San Diego State.

V

Men's Basketball:

Jan. 12 vs. Augusta St. W 74-52

Jan. 12 vs. Augusta St. 163-61

Jan. 1 5 vs. Georgia College L 57-50

Jan. 15 vs. Georgia College L 67-65

Jan. 1 7 vs. Montevallo L 78-63

Jan. 17 vs. Montevallo W 67-66 OT

Men's Basketball:,
Jan.22

vs. UNC Pembroke

21. West Virginia 12-4
(NR): The Mountaineers
came back from the
dead with wins against
Georgetown and Purdue.

18. Michigan State 12-5
(25): If they can pull off
wins at Illinois and Purdue,
the Spartans will, look like
Final Four contenders
again.

Women's Basketball:

vs. Clayton State

vs. Clayton State

22. Kansas State 13-5
(23): Another blow for the
Wildcats: Junior center
Freddy Asprilla left the
team.
23. Washington 13-4
(22): The Huskies went
1-1 in their Bay Area trip,
losing to Stanford but
beating Cal.

Weekly Sports Recap

Jan.26

Jan.26

Ohio State takes over top spot
By Shannon Ryan Chicago
Tribune
MCT

vs. UNC Pembroke

AASU Sports Trivia Answers
1. Armstrong men's basketball has made eight NCAA
appearances in school history.
2. Chris Vanlandingham led the Peach Belt in minutes
in 2009-10 with 37.71 minutes per game.
3. Zach Corliss is a two-time PBC President ial Honor
Roll honoree.
4. Jeremy Luther is Armstrong's tenth head coach. ,
5. The Pirates went 8-8 in Alumni Arena in 2009-10.
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Jan. 24: CUB presents Open Mic Night at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Students must bring Pirate Card for admission.
Jan. 26: Sherille Milnes will lead an Armstrong vocal master class at 1:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
The "Things I Saw" art reception will take place in the gallery in the Fine Arts Hall at 4 p.m.

Faculty pianist leads chamber-music performance
By Shawn Evans

Last Saturday Kelli Horton and her fellow perform
ers filled the Fine Arts Au
ditorium with the beautiful
sounds of chamber music.
Horton, a 26-year-old
music teacher, graced the
audience with a nearly
hour-long performance ac
companied by clarinet play
er John Reams, soprano
vocalist Rebecca Flaherty,
tenor vocalist Matthew
Jones and violinist Ricardo
Ochoa.
After the performance,
I was able to ask Horton a
few questions:
Q: Where did you study?
What do you do?
A: I got my bachelor's
degree in music - piano
performance and pedagogy
at Columbus State Univer
sity. After that, I moved to

Savannah, started a piano
studio, got a job at AASU
and worked in a few of the
theaters around town.
Q: What got you into mu
sic? How did it all start?
A: I can't really remem
ber my life without music.
When I was little I played
at my grandmother's house
all the time, and I guess my
mother got tired of hearing
a kid banging on a piano
all the time, so she got me
piano lessons. ,
Q: What do you normal
ly do to practice and how
long?
A: I practice at least five
hours every day. Right now
I mostly practice on all of
my graduate school music.
Q: Do you play any other
instruments?
.
A: I play clarinet and sax
ophone, even though I've

been giving them a bit of a
break to work on my gradu
ate school music.

being a part of it all. I have
been a part of it for a while.
I've been teach
ing piano since I
was 15 years old.

"Those are
actually my
hands playing
in the movie"

Q: Who are your
primary influenc
es?
A: My biggest
influences
are
my teachers, col
leagues and students. They
influence me every day.

Q: Do you have a favorite
composer to play or listen
to?
A: I really can't answer
.that. It's changing so often.
We would be here all night
if I tried naming them.
Q: What got you into clas
sical music?
A: It was never really
around the household. I
grew up listening to a lot of
classic rock like The Beat
les and bands like that.
I guess it just came with

Q: What do you
think of the cur
rent state of mu
sic?
A: Well, that's tough to
answer. I don't really listen
to the radio. My recent ex
perience in pop-music cul
ture is that I worked on the
movie "The Last Song." I
was Miley Cyrus' and Greg
Kinnear's teacher, and I
was also the hand double.
Those are actually my
hands playing in the mov
ie.
Anyway, the world of
pop stars who make a lot of
money is definitely inter
esting and different com
pared to how it works in
classical performances.

Q: Do you have any com
positions of your own?
A: I compose sparsely.
I'm always playing, per
forming and rehearsing, so
I don't do a lot of that.
Q: How do you feel music
fits into the education sys
tem?
*
A: I honestly believe it's
one of the most important
classes in education. It's
very important to keep
music in school. Numer
ous statistics prove that it
increases skills in math
ematics, English and more
plus it provides a creative
outlet.
Q: Tell me about your
fellow performers tonight.
How do you like working
with them?
A: They're absolutely
wonderful. Ricardo, the vi
olin player, is the co-found
er of the New Arts Ensem

ble. Rebecca, the soprano,
is finishing her master's
degree.
She is fabulous to work
with. Matthew is audition
ing for his masters and
may be attending the same
school I will. That would
be very interesting. John
Reams, the clarinet player,
is faculty here at AASU He
teaches clarinet and a few
other classes.
Q: Is this your first time
performing at Armstrong?
A: I've done a lot of stu
dent and faculty recitals
here, as well as a Relay for
Life benefit concert.
Q; Where do you plan on
going from here?
A: I want to get a Mas
ters in collaborative piano.
That's my next step, and
we'll see where that takes
me.

Steven Tyler promises
'American Idol' stint won't
hinder Aerosmith
By Gerrick D. Kennedy
Los Angeles Times (MCT)

Steven Tyler is steadfast
about dispelling murmurings of an Aerosmith split
— especially in advance
of his debut as a judge on
an overhauled "American
Idol."
When the news broke last
year that Tyler was join
ing the aging franchise,
which remains a ratings
juggernaut for Fox, specu
lation intensified that the
62-year-old was prepping
to walk away from the band
he's spent nearly 40 years
fronting.
There was also that nasty
public tiff last year between
Tyler and Joe Perry after
the guitarist questioned
Tyler's commitment to the
band, and even went on
to announce he'd audition
vocalists to replace him if
necessary.
Though frustrated at all
the inescapable rumors,
Tyler remains optimistic
about his stint on "Idol"
and even confirms that the
guys are hitting the road in
November for a tour that
will go to South America
and Japan.
"I have such an identity
with this band. We've done
a bunch of things. We cer
tainly have been writing.
I have a bunch of songs
I've written for solo and/
or Aerosmith," Tyler said.
"The guys are flying in to
see the premiere. What
you hear in the press about
'American Idol' getting in
the way of the band just
isn't true. There's no valid
ity to it."
Tyler admits he has
signed more than a oneyear contract to sit at the
judges' table, "but, as you
know, things are where
they are," he said without
further elaboration.
The show underwent
a major facelift ahead of
the new season, including
adding more business-like
hurdles for the contestants,
the ability to tackle original
songs, in-house mentors
and new judges Tyler and
Jennifer Lopez to replace

Jeff Zcvelansky/Landov/MCT
Aerosmith frontman Steven Tyler joins Ryan Seacrest, Jennifer Lopez
and Randy Jackson as a judge for the 10th season of "American Idol,"
premiering this week on FOX.

the departing Ellen DeGeneres and Kara DioGuardi.
After last season's lack
luster crop of contenders
— Lee DeWyze has had
the lowest debut record
ing of any previous win
ner — th ere will surely be
a curiosity factor in seeing
how the two rejuvenate the
judges' panel.
Tyler said he'd like to
think he offers the competi
tion a new level of credibil
ity within the music indus
try that it lacked before.
"I'm not going in there to
be a harsh judge. I'm bring
ing the 40 years of being
the front guy of Aerosmith
who's judged the hell out of
himself [to the show]. No
more, no less," he said. "I'm
looking for three things:
can they sing, are they in
pitch and do they have star
quality. That would be my
expertise."
When pressed if poten
tial rock contestants have
worked overtime to impress
the elder statesman, he
laughed at recalling having
to hear his signature power

ballad, "I Don't Want to
Miss a Thing," nearly 15
times in the early weeks.
"It was hard for me. It
always seems to me that
somedne at home told them
if you sing an Aerosmith
song he will get enamored
by it," he said. "I haven't
heard a lot of rock. For ev
ery week that I've brought
on someone that I thought
was great, they've been
given the wrong song, and
the wrong key and we've
had to drop them. That's
the heartbreak of the show.
There is one [rock] kid, his
voice is ridiculous."
As for staunch Aerosmith
fans criticizing his new day
job? He's not too wbrried
about that either.
"All the TV is getting
is that other side of me.
If Aerosmith fans don't
see that, then all they are
choosing to see is the side
of me that's onstage," Ty
ler said. "I get to be less
colored by the songs I've
written, and more from the
songs they sing. I get to be
more vulnerable."
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New year brings onslaught of sequels
By Eric Roberts

In the list of upcoming
game releases, 2011 looks
dead to some.
The wellspring of populai releases has slimmed
to a trickle, but fortunately
for the gaming community,
that trickle of titles contains
some powerhouse hits. In
descending order, I present
the most anticipated game
releases of 2011.
5. "Gears of War 3"

Epic Games' "Gears of
War" series made a large
splash with its initial 2006
release. Still rooted in de
bate for its excessive use
of violence, "Gears 3" has
long existed as one of the
most* brutal of the nextgeneration shooters.
In the game's third in
stallment, players will
struggle against a new en
emy that will allegedly fight
against both the humans
and the Locusts — to fight
the new foe, players must
utilize a host of new and in
creasingly lethal weapons.
Thanks to Epic Games'
close-knit, community and
the high volume of multiplayer combat, "Gears 3"
will almost undoubtedly
keep the best-selling series
afloat.
Developed by: Epic
Games
ESRB Rating: Pending

4. "Deus Ex 3:
Human Revolution"

3. "Mass Effect 3"

The initial "Portal" was a
Valve experiment featur
The phenomenon "Mass ing the escape of a test-sub
Ever since its dramatic Effect" gained popularity in ject from the Aperture Sci
trailer's debut at the Elec the next-generation gaming ence Inc.'s portal-gun trial
tronic Entertainment Expo, community.
facility.
"Deus Ex 3" has been hot
With Bioware developing
The gameplay was sleek
on the lips of anxious gam the third installment, and and fastpaced^ offering an
ers. Set as a prequel to the Microsoft publishing it, this array of complex puzzles to
multiple
award-winning title was almost guaranteed solve with a handheld por
"Deus Ex," "Deus Ex 3" will to be epic in scale.
tal-making device. .
highlight a large, weav
Bioware, mostly known
The story was innova
ing storyline centered on a for expansive and elaborate tive and driving, featuring
deep-rooted theme of the fantasy titles, took a huge a malevolent artificial in
advancement of technology leap when creating the telligence named GLaDOS
and its effect on humanity. world of " Mass Effect" due who, despite her friendly
Set in 2025, "Deus Ex 3" to the progressive, though demeanor and promises of
presents a vast near-future not entirely new, style of cake, attempted constantly
cyberpunk environment, gameplay.
to assassinate the main
rife with controversy and
The game combined the character to prevent her es
conspiracy
surrounding intense gunplay, supernat cape.
the notorious development ural powers, RPG charac
The game became a cult
of technological enhance ter-building and decision- classic immediately after
ments to the human body.
driven plot.
its release and is still in
The main character ex
The haunting Lovecraft- high acclaim, as is most of
periences the phenomena ian imagery and immense Valve's work.
first-hand, when, after a story distinguishes this
In
the
single-player
tragic accident, he's forced vast and unique series that mode, the player controls
to take the implants or die. still tops many gaming lists the protagonist from the
With the new implants to this day.
first game as she returns
and the superhuman pow
In this third installment, from suspended animation
ers he gains, the protago players can import their to once again combat GLa
nist weaves his way through characters from previous DOS in the now-destroyed
this future-society in 1 an games to take charge in Aperture Science facility.
attempt to unravel a great the great war against The In the two-player coopera
conspiracy — or so the de Reapers — the game finally tion mode you control two
tails say.
brings the fight to planet quirky, self-aware robots
"Deus Ex 3" will present Earth for the grand show that complete "experi
a fascinating look at sci-fi down.
ments" in a similar fash
philosophy and will hope
ion.
fully live up to the high
Developed by: Bioware
Rumor circulated that
standard set by its first in
ESRB Rating: Mature
the new release has a new
stallment.
arsenal of physics-manip
2. "Portal 2"
ulators in addition to the
Developed by: Eidos .
portal-gun for new and cre
Montreal
The title "Portal" will live ative possibilities.
ESRB Rating: Rating
forever as one of Valve's
Developed by: Valve
Pending
crowning achievements.
ESRB Rating: Pending

1. "The Elder Scrolls V:
Skyrim"

Set two whole centuries
after "Oblivion," this new
entry in the "Elder Scrolls"
series follows the story of a
hero from the snow-filled
Skyrim in the series' cen
tral nation of Tamriel.
In the 200 years since
the previous game, Skyrim
fell from Nord hands to a
legion of elves. The tribes
have turned to fighting
among themselves, taking
little notice to the threat
that looms over the na
tion. An ancient god, now
revived as a great dragon,plans to destroy the world
by fire.
Your character, as proph
esied in the Elder Scrolls,
is Skyrim's only hope. The
"Elder Scrolls" series has
long been a staple in video
game culture, revolution
izing fantasy-gaming and
world-creation.
The sprawling landscape
and layered lore just bleed
adventure, and "Skyrim"
looks to continue the trend.
With the beauty and mys
tery of t he series so far, it's
no doubt that "Skyrim" will
play out as an epic fit for a
place in the mythos of "The
Elder Scrolls."
Developed by: Bethesda
Game Studios
ESRB Rating: Rating
Pending

'Green Hornet' stings silver screen
Campy action thriller turns into bad adaptation
By Eric Roberts

It's incredibly sad that
Hollywood has poorly han
dled a nearly 70-year-old
franchise like "The Green
Hornet." The Green Hornet
and his side-kick Kato were
at one point classic icons of
pulp storytelling.
The pair pioneered radioshow culture, owning the
airwaves and captivating
the youth of an entire gen
eration with campy stories
of h eroism and action.
As the years went on, the
franchise evolved, branch
ing out from radio dramas
into television serializa
tion, even going as far as
snagging the-one-and-only
Bruce Lee as the master
martial artist, Kato.
Now, the series that once
helped define pulp media
will probably become infa
mous as a bad movie adap
tation.
The story of the film fo
cuses on young Britt Reid
(Seth Rogen) as he comes
into ownership of a major
newspaper after the death
of his father, a stern but
well-respected CEO.
Spoiled and wracked with
the weight of his new re
sponsibilities, Reid stum
bles around until he luns
into his late father s cun
ning assistant, Kato (Jay
Chou).
The two bond, and after a
night of frantic vandalism,
they decide to team up and
fight crime undercover, us
ing Kato's secret arsenal of
inventions and Britt s pa-

Stay
Entertained
in Savannah
THINKmusic
On Thursday, Jan. 20. at
10 p.m., Free Candy will
perform at Live Wire Music
Hall on River Street. The
cover charge is $5.
Starting Friday, Jan. 21,
at 10p.m.,TheWormhole
on Bull Street will host
Student Appreciation
Weekend. Hellblinki Sextet
and Attention System will
perform at the 2-day event.
Admission is free with
student I.D.
On Monday, Jan. 24, at 8
p.m., The Woody Pines will
perform at The Sentient
Bean on Park Avenue. The
suggested donation is $5.
On Tuesday, Jan. 25, at
7 p.m., folk singer and
songwriter Lauren LaPointe
will perform at Lulu's
Chocolate Bar on Martin
Luther King Jr. Boulevard."

mmhM

On Thursday, Jan. 20, at 8
p.m., Regal Stadium 10 on
Shawnee Street will screen a
film version of the Japanese
manga "Gantz."
On Friday, Jan. 21,"No
Strings Attached,"starring
Natalie Portman and Ashton
Kutcher, hits theaters. The
romantic comedy depicts
two acquaintances who
engage in a friends-withbenefits relationship.
On Saturday, Jan. 22, at 7
p.m., SCAD Cinema Circle will
screen "Breathless" at Trust
ees Theater on Broughton
Street. Tickets are $6 with
student I.D.
On Sunday, Jan. 23 at 2
p.m., 5 p.m. and 8 p.m., the
Psychotronic Film Society
of Savannah will screen
"Mesrine: Public Enemy #1"
at Muse Arts Warehouse on
Louisville Road. The movie
tells the story-of the life of
Jacques Mesrine, a French
gangster in the 1960s and
70s. Admission is $7.

TUINKArt

Jay Chou, left, and Seth Rogen star in Columbia Pictures' action film, "The Green Hornet."

Jaimie Trueblood/Courtesy Columbia Pictures/MCT

per to aid them.
utes of Seth Rogen being a policeman and leave the Green Hornet" will most
With one look at its pro Seth Rogen.
scene of the crime bump likely feel like a mediocre
duction history, anyone can
Unfortunately, Rogen is ing fists and cheering about two hours of lame onetell this film was cursed.
only the first in a long list how awesome they are.
liners and low-rent CGI
From the beginning, it of p roblems with this film.
I'll grant that this movie from a movie that looks
passed through the hands
Every character feels has two, and only two, re like it desperately wishes it
of various major studios flat and lifeless. The plot ally creatively composed could be like "Starsky and
and stars. Almost everyone makes no sense. The dia moments.
Hutch."
who received the movie logue is meandering and
The initial superhero
tried as hard as they could pointless. The jokes are fight, when Kato first lets
to rid themselves of the humorless and predictable. loose on a gang of mug
project like a giant game of The action is uninspired gers, is stylish and thrill
1.5 out of 5 stars
corporate hot potato.
and soulless in all but the ing. The 2-minute montage
An Original Film produc
History aside, the film very first fight.
of various assassins late in tion
itself is awful, especially
The cast is horrifically the film is clever and bril
Directed by Michel Gonif you dislike the comedy misused - I'm lookin' at liantly shot. Unfortunately dry
stylings of Rogen.
you, Christoph Waltz. Fi that's all the film has to of
Starring Seth Rogen, Jay
Believe me, when watch nally, the two main charac fer.
Chou and Christoph Waltz
ing this movie, you aren't ters are unlikeable, amoral
Die-hard fans of Rogen's
Rated PG-13 for sequenc
watching Reid's trials and sociopaths.
ham-fisted comedy will es of violent action, lan
tribulations on the screen,
For example, their first probably love this film.
guage, sensuality and drug
you're watching 119 min- act together is to murder
For everyone else, "The content.
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Starting Thursday, Jan.
20, at 11 a.m., the Telfair
MOseums will host "Pulse
Art and Technology Festival"
at the Jepson Center for
the Arts on Barnard Street.
All exhibits, lectures and
performances at the nineday festival are free of
charge.
On Friday, Jan. 21, at 6
p.m., Desotorow Gallery on
DeSoto Avenue will host the
opening reception for the
exhibit "On The Wall."

THINKBooks
As of Tuesday, Jan. 18,
thriller enthusiasts can
read Karen Marie Moning's
"Shadowfever," now out for
wide release.
On Tuesday, Jan. 25,
at 7 p.m., literary critic
and SCAD professor Carey
Murphy will give a lecture,
"Link Between Reading and
Creative Wring," at BooksA-Million on Abercorn
Street.
On Wednesday, Jan. 26,
Nora Roberts'book "Hot
Rocks" hits stores. The book
focuses on Laine Tavish
joining forces with stranger
Max Gannon to find out
who's shadowing her.
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Savannah celebrates King's life, legacy

Photos by Andrea Cervone

These photos were taken during the city of Savannah's annual Martin Luther King Jr. Day Parade. The parade is comprised of local, state and national groups that support King's memory and messages.

Campus community gathers, marches for social justice

Students and faculty members gathered on the evening of Tuesday, Jan. 18, outside of Windward Commons
for the Office of Multicultural Affairs' Unity March. The Unity March is an annual event encouraging students
to embrace equality and social justice in memory of Martin Luther King Jr. The march ended at the Student
Union, where the OMA sp onsored music and speakers, followed by refreshments.
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